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Abstract---We study the solvability and Galerkin approximation of an exterior hyperelastic in- 
terface problem arising in plane elasticity. The weak formulation is obtained from an appropriate 
combination o:f a mixed finite element approach with a Dirichlet-to-Neumann method. The deriva- 
tion of our results is based on some tools from nonlinear functional analysis and the Babuska-Brezzi 
theory for variational problems with constraints. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The numerical solution of exterior boundary value problems usually requires, as a first step, the 
introduction of an artificial boundary I? that divides the original exterior region into an annular 
bounded domain and an unbounded one. Next, one may proceed in several ways. In particular, 
the coupling of the boundary integral method (BIM) and the finite element method (FEM) is one 
of the most commonly adopted procedures. This approach includes the utilization of traditional 
finite elements (see, e.g., [1,2] and the references therein), and mixed finite elements as well (see, 
e.g., [3-51). Now, for the special case in which lY is chosen as a circle, the BIM can be replaced 
by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann method, whose main idea consists of the derivation of an explicit 
formula for the natural boundary condition on l? (see, e.g., [6,7]). 
For the description of the problem in this paper, we let G be a bounded, simply connected 
domain in R2 with Lipschitz continuous boundary 8G := I’D U FN, where ID and I’N are two 
disjoint parts of dG. In addition, let Ri be the annular region bounded by aG and another 
Lipschitz closed curve I’i whose interior region contains G. Then, we consider the case of a 
material occupying the region R2 - G which is hyperelastic in the bounded annular domain Ri, 
and linear elastic in the surrounding unbounded exterior domain Rc := R2 - G U 0,. The 
nonlinear behaviour in Qi is described by the Hencky-Mises stress-strain relation discussed in [8]. 
Hence, given in Ri (respectively, Rc), a displacement field u (respectively, uc), a strain field e(u) 
(respectively, e(us)), and a stress field cr (respectively, as), we have the following constitutive 
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equations: 
0 = b4.j - PC., P(u))I tr 44 I2 + 2~4.~ P(U)) 44, in fii, 
00 = A0 tr e(u0) I2 + 2 PO e(u0), in Rc. 
(1) 
Here, tr stands for the trace of a matrix, Is := [ 1 i y , K : R -+ R is the bulk modulus, p : R x R+ -+ R is the Lame function and for any displacement v := (2rr,~12)~, we put p(v) := 
C&i [eij(v) - l/2 tr e(v) &j12, where 6ij is the Kronecker symbol and eij(v) := l/2 (2 + &, 
i, j = 1,2, denote the components of e(v). In addition, Xc and ~0 are constants such that p. > 0 
and X0 + ~0 > 0. 
According to (l), and given a volume force f E [15~(Rl)]~ and a traction g E [H-1/2(I’~)]2, our 
exterior nonlinear interface problem reads as follows: find u E [H’(Qr)]2 and ug E [H&(fl~)]~ 
such that 
u = 0, on rD7 Cn=g, on rN, 
diva = -f, in 01, 
u-us = 0, on rl, cm-asn=O, on rl, (2) 
div ~0 = 0, in 00, 
no(z) = 0 (14-l) 7 as 12( --) +co, 
where n := (nl,n2) T denotes the unit outward normal to dS2r := dG U l?l. The second and 
fourth row of (2) constitute the usual equilibrium equations, while the third one stands for the 
transmission conditions on the interface l?r. A weak formulation of (2), based on traditional FEM 
and the Dirichlet-to-Neumann method from [7], was studied in [9]. Also, in [5], we investigated 
the coupling of mixed finite element and boundary integral methods for the corresponding interior 
interface problem. 
The purpose of this paper is to solve (2) by applying a suitable combination of mixed finite 
elements with the Dirichlet-to-Neumann method from [7]. In Section 2, we give the weak formu- 
lation and prove the existence and uniqueness of solution. Then, general approximation results 
for the associated Galerkin scheme are provided in Section 3. 
2. THE WEAK FORMULATION 
We first introduce a sufficiently large circle r with center at the origin such that its interior 
region contains G U fin. We denote by Q2 the annular region bounded by rr and r. In what 
follows, we apply mixed finite elements in R := Rr Urr URz and the Dirichlet-to-Neumann method 
in the exterior region to r. To this end, we now consider the tensor spaces 
M (L2 (W) := (7 = ((4)2x2, where rij E L2 (R), V’i,j = 1,2}, 
H(div’ ‘) ‘= 
r E M (L2 (R)) 
div7 E [L2 (s2)]2 
and the corresponding subspaces of symmetric tensors, M, (L2 (52)) := (7 E M (L2 (a))/~ = 
TV}, H,(div; 0) := (7 E H(div; a)/~ = TV}. 
Next, we adopt the notation u, e(u), and u for the respective fields on R, and define the 
following auxiliary unknowns: t := e(u) in R, the rotations 7 := l/2 (Vu - (VU)~) in fl, cp := u 
on I’, and 77 := -u on rN. In addition, we denote j?(t) := [t - l/2 tr(t)Iz] : [t - l/2 tr(t)Iz], 
CL(t) := P(.,fi(t)), and i(t) := K(S) - P(t). With this, the constitutive equation in Sz becomes 
f7 = ,X(t) tr(t)Iz + 2fi(t) t, where 1 = X0 and /; = ~0 in 522. Also, we see that t = Vu - 7 
and note that 7 lies in the space HO := (7 E M (L2 (Cl))/7 + rT = 0). The following theorem 
characterizes some further spaces that are needed for the weak formulation. 
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H;,(R) := 21 ;“l;“’ { OnrD , 1 and 
K := T E H,(div;fl) 
div r 
=OinR,rn=OonrUI?N 
Then we have JW, (L2 (R))/K - HI and H(div;R)/K z HZ, where HI := {e(v) j v E [H;,, 
(n)12} and Hz :== {s E H(div; R) 1 1/2(s + sT) E HI}. 
PROOF. See Theorem 3.1 in [5]. I 
We now perform the product of t = Vu - y by a test function r E H(div; R) and integrate by 
parts on R. Then, using that u = 0 on l?D, we find that 
s 
t:Tdz+ 
I 
u.divrdx+ 
s 
y:Tdx+(rl,Tnjr, -(cp,Tn)=O, t/-r E H(div;SZ), 
R JR R 
where (., .) (respectively, (., .)rN) stands for the duality pairing of [H1/2(l?)]2 and [H-‘/2(I’)]2 (re- 
spectively, [fi1/2(rN)]2 and [H-1/2(lTN)]“) with respect to the [L2(I’)12 (respectively, [L2(r,)12) 
inner product. We deduce from the above identity that t belongs to the orthogonal complement 
of K in M, (L2 (Q)), that is t E HI. Hence, the constitutive equation is tested against a function 
s E HI, which yields 
/ p(t) tr(t) tr(s)+2fi(t)t:s] dx-lu:sdx=O, vs~ HI. 
n 
It follows that it suffices to look for the unknown u in the orthogonal complement of K in 
H(div; n), that is u E Hz. Moreover, the symmetry of u is stated in a weak sense through the 
equation: Jn 6 : IT dx = 0, V 6 E Ho. 
On the other hand, from the equilibrium equations we obtain: s, v . div u dx = -s, f . v dx 
for all v E [L2 (0)12, where f = 0 in C&J. In addition, the Neumann condition on rN becomes: 
(<,a n)r, = (C g)r, f or all c E [fi1/2(r,)12. 
For the rest of the formulation, we apply the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping from [7] on the 
circle r. This means that we have an explicit representation for the tractions un on r in terms 
only of the displacement u := cp, say an = Bcp, where 13 : [H’/“(I’)]” -+ [H-‘/2(I’)]2 is an 
operator defined by a Fourier-type series. Therefore, by using the results from [7] and denoting 
cp := (991, cp~)~, we can write: (+, Bv) - (Q, an) = 0 for all + := ($I,$J~)~ E [H’/“(I’)12, where 
Here, T is the radius of I’, ICI = ((2 + k)po)/((l + 2k)z), kz = 2kpo/((l +2k)~), and k = 
cLoI(Xo + PO). 
Next, we introduce the spaces X := HI, Y := Hz x [H’/2(l?)]2 x [L2 (s2)12 x Ho x [I?1/2(I’,)]2, 
and define the operators P : X + X’, Q : Y -+ X’, Q’ : X -+ Y’, S : Y --+ Y’, as follows: 
[p(t), SIX’XX := S, [i(t) tr(t) tr(s) + 2b(t) t : s] dx, 
[Qu,(P,v,Yv,s]x~~x := - 
J 
u:sdx, [Q'(t),(7,~,v,6,5)1Y,xY:= - t :rdx, R s n 
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+ s u.divTds+ s y:7dx+(rl,7+,+ J v.divudx+ 0 R R I n 6:adx+(<,an)r,. 
We also consider the null functional 0 E X’ and the functional F E Y’: F(T,$,v, S,<) := 
.ln fv dx - (& dr, for all (7, +, v, 6, t) E Y. With these notations, and based on the previous 
analysis, the weak formulation of (2) can be written as the following operator equation in matrix 
form. Find (t, (a, cp, u, y, r])) E X x Y such that 
Since the operator S involves the infinite series (3), we observe that the formulation (4) does not 
seem very practical. In order to overcome this difficulty, we take a positive integer N and consider 
the operator f?~ determined by the first N terms of B. In other words, we replace (+,&Y) in S 
by (+, a~cp), which is obtained from (3) when the sums are taken up to n = N. This yields an 
approximate operator SN and the following associated formulation. 
Find (tN, (UN,(PN, UN,YN, vN)) E X x Y 
such that (4) is satisfied with SN instead of S. (5) 
Concerning the operators B and B N, we recall the following lemma from [7]. 
LEMMA 2. There existsC > 0 such that I(+,f3cp)l I CII~lI[H’,~(r)12(I~Il[H1,2(~)12 and l(+,B~‘p)l 
I ~II~II[~~/~(r)]~II~II[H~~~(r)]~ for all +, cp E [H’/2(I’)]2. Also, (?+!~,a$) 2: 0 and (?+!J,BN$J) 2 0 
for all + E [H’/“(I’)]“. Furthermore, there exists c > 0 such that I(+,Bv) - (+,BNp)I 5 
CI/NII~II[H3,a(r)1211~II[H1,2(r,l~ for all + E [H3/2(I’)]2, and for all cp E [H’/2(I’)]2. 
PROOF. See Lemmata 2 and 3 in [7]. I 
The structure of the formulations (4) and (5) is the same as that obtained by the coupling of 
mixed finite elements and boundary elements (see [4,5]). H ence, similarly as in these papers, we 
now provide the following result. 
THEOREM 3. The operators S and SN are bijective. In addition, ST and SNT are positive 
semidefinite, where T : Y -+ Y is defined by T(T,+,v,~,<) := (T,$J, -v, -6, -<) for all 
(7,‘1c1,v,46) E Y. 
PROOF. It suffices to prove for SN. The proof for S will be identical. We first introduce the 
spaces X := H2 x [H1/2(J?)]2, M := [L2(L?)12 x Ho x [fi1’2(rN)]2 and define the bounded 
bilinear forms AN : X x X + R, A,v((~, cp), (T,$)) := (@, BNC~) - ($,an) + (cp, Tn), and 
B : X x M + R, B((a, cp), (v, 6, <)) := J, v . divadx + & 6 : adz + (c, crn)rN. It follows 
that [SN(~, cp, u, 7, rl), (7, +, v, 6, <)I Y’XY = AN((~, cp), (7, +)) +B((a, cp), (v, ~,C))+B((~,+), 
(u, 7,~)). Therefore, in order to conclude the bijectivity of SN, and according to the Babuska- 
Brezzi theory for constrained variational problems, we need to show that AN and B satisfy the 
usual inf-sup conditions. The corresponding result for B was proved in [5, Lemma 4.31. 
For AN, we note that the kernel of the operator associated to B is given by V := Nx [H’/2(17)]2, 
where N := {r E HZ I T symmetric, div7 = 0 in 0, rn = 0 on rN}. Thus, given (a,~) E I/‘, 
we can write 
sup AN((~, Cp), (7, +)I > sup A~((gr 9’)~ (T,o)) 
ll(~~‘511)IIX - ;‘f:: ll~llH(div;~) 
= sup (a 4 (6) 
‘(‘*%:: 7. ~5% 1171 IH(div;R) ’
Now, for each p E [H-‘/2(I’)]2 we define 7(p) := e(z) E N, where z E [HiD( is the unique 
solution of: dive(z) = 0 in R, e(z) n = 0 on rN, z = 0 on I’D, and e(z)n = p on r. Since 
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IITIIH(div;R) and ll~n/lp-1,2~,)] z are equivalent for all -I- E N (cf. [5, Lemma 4.2]), we deduce 
using (6), that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
sup AN((v~~ (VW > (w(p) 4 > c (97 P) 
(r.*)EV II(Tl+cf)llx - IITb)IIH(div;CI) - IIPIIIH-~/z(~)I~' 
vp E [H-i:“(r)] 2. 
Il.*)+0 
and hence, 
sup &((a, cp), (7, ‘+)) 
II(T,+)IIx 
2 Cll94l[H~~yr)]~. (7) 
‘(‘%E:: 7  
We now let B,, : [H’/2(I’)]2 --+ [H-‘/~(P)]~ b e t he linear and bounded operator defined by 
(+, fi,+,~) := (cp,B~+) for all cp, $ E [H1j2(I’)12. W e o b serve that AN can be rewritten as 
AN((cY, p), (T,+)) = (cp, a~+) - (+,an) + (cp,Tn). Then, for each + E [H’/“(r)]” we define 
T($J) := e(w) E n/where w E [@,(s1)] 2 is the unique solution of: dive(w) = 0 in 0, e(w)n = 0 
on rN, w = 0 on ro, and e(w)n = -fiN+ on r. Hence, we have that 
sup AN((‘=I Cph (7, ‘J!‘)) > AN((c’> Cp), (T($c1), +I) 
I%:‘: 
II(T,~~)IIx 7. 1 - +c~,~~r~lz llT(~)IIH(div;~) + II+II[HI/~~~)]~ 
-(+, 4 
ZZ sup 
+EI/r’/2(r)12 +#o llT(@)IIH(div;n) + II$JII[H~/~(~)]~ ’ 
= wnll[,-1,2jr)] * 2 cl ICI H(div;R) 
From (7) and (8) we conclude that AN satisfies the-inf-sup condition. An analogue proof is valid 
for the transpose of AN. 
Finally, using Lemma 2, we deduce that 
[SNT(T, +, v, 6, t), (7, +, V, 5, ~)IY’~Y = (+, a~+) > 0, ~(T,kV>~,t) E y, 
which proves that SNT is positive semidefinite. I 
According to the above theorem, SN becomes invertible, and therefore, the problem (5) can 
be transformed, equivalently, into the following formulation. Find tN E X such that cf, (tN) = 
QSG’F, where Q, : X -+ X’ is given by 9 := P + QSG’Q’. In addition, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that the bulk modulus K and the Lame’ function p are continuous, and 
that ~(z, .) is continuously differentiable in R + for all x E 01. Suppose also that there exist 
positive constams 6.0, ~1, ~1, ~2 such that for all (r,p) E 01 x R+, 0 < ICO L K(Z) < ~1, 
0 < p1 5 ~(x, p) I K(Z), and for all (x, p) E Ri x R +t 0 < Pl I 4x7 PI + “(6 PC& PII P I p2. 
Then the operator @ is strongly monotone and Lipschitz-continuous. 
PROOF. The assumptions on K and p ensure the strong monotonicity and Lipschitz-continuity 
of P (see [5] for details). Hence, it suffices to prove here that the linear and bounded operator 
QS>‘Q’ is positive semidefinite. In fact, since QT = Q and T-l = T, we obtain that for all 
s E x: 
[QS;~Q'S,S]~,~~ = [QTS;~Q's,S]~,~~ = [Q'sJS;~Q'S]~,~~ 
= [SNT (TS$Q'S) , (TS;~Q's)]~,~~, 
which, by virtue of Theorem 3, becomes nonnegative. 
The main result concerning the solvability of (5) is stated next. 
I 
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THEOREM 5. There exists a unique t,v E X such that +(t,v) = QS,‘F. Furthermore, the 
operator equation (5) has also a unique solution, which is given by (tlv, (UN, (PN, UN, TN, 7~)) E 
X x Y, with (~N,(PN,UN,YN,VN) = s,‘[Q’(tN) -F]. 
PROOF. It is a consequence of the properties of * stated in Theorem 4. I 
The theoretical error Il(t, (a, cp, u, 7,~)) - (tN, (CN, (PN, UN, TN, ‘7,?~))/1 is controlled through 
the estimate relating B and BN given in Lemma 2. We omit the details. 
3. THE GALERKIN APPROXIMATIONS 
We consider finite dimensional subspaces Xh, Xhr Mh of X, X, and M, respectively, so that 
Yh := xh x&h becomes the corresponding subspace of Y. For each (s, (7, $J, v, 6, c)) E XxY we 
denote by dist (s, Xh) := infshExh IIs-shllX and similarly dist ((~,$~,v,6,<),Yh), the distances 
to the subspaces Xh and Yh. Also, we introduce the canonical injections ih : Xh c-) X and 
j, : Yh L) Y with adjoints ik : X’ c-$ XL and ji : Y’ c--) Yk, respectively. Then the Galerkin 
scheme associated with (5) reads: find (th, (gh, vh, uh, -/h, r]h)) E Xh x Yh Such that 
Ph(th) + Qh(mr ‘Ph, uhr %, vh) = 0 E xl,, 
Q#h) - Sh(ah, (Ph, uhr rh, q/t) = Fh E y;, 
(9) 
where Fh := j;F, Ph := i;Pih : Xh -+ Xi, Qh := i;Qjh : Yh -+ XL, Qk := j;Q’ih : Xh --+ Yi, 
and Sh := jiSNjh : Yh -+ Y;. 
In order to conclude that Sh has a bounded inverse, we assume that the corresponding finite 
element subspaces satisfy the discrete inf-sup conditions, uniformly. Consequently, we can define 
the operator ah : Xh + XL by ah := Ph + Qh S,’ QL, and find that the Galerkin scheme (9) is 
equivalent to the following formulation. Find th E Xh such that +h(th) = Qh S,’ Fh, and then 
compute (oh, ph, uh, rh, vh) = s,’ [Q#h) - Fh]. 
Since !@h is also strongly monotone and Lipschitz-continuous on Xh, we can establish the 
following main theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Assume the hypotheses mentioned above. Then the Galerkin scheme (9) has a 
unique solution (th, (bh, ph, Uh, yh, qh)) E Xh x Yh. Moreover, there exists C > 0, independent 
of h, such that 
lltN - thllX + I[( ~N,~N,UN>YN,~N) - (~hr(Ph,Uh,?‘hr~h)lIY 
< C{dist(tN,Xh)+diSt((aN,cpN,UN,rN,rlN),Yh)}, 
where (tjv, (UN, (PN, UN, TN, r]N)) E X x Y is the unique solution of the formulation (5). 
PROOF. It is similar to Theorem 5.5 in [5]. I 
Additional details concerning the proofs of some of the results presented here will be provided 
in a forthcoming paper. 
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